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Related work and Motivation
• Log-based single-packet IP traceback

Packets are logged by the routers on the path toward the
destination. The network path is then derived based on the
logged information. This approach is also known as SPIE.

Related work and Motivation
• hybrid single-packet IP traceback

While a packet is traversing the network, the most recent
routers write their identification information into a header
filed of the packet, and the upstream routers log the packet
digests. This approach is also known as hybrid single-packet
IP traceback, referred as HIT.

Related work and Motivation
• Problem Description
The two approaches deployment at high-speed
network has still been two challenging:
Storage overhead

• they demand some intermediate routers to log
packet digests, which lead to the linear growth
of the storage overhead as the forwarded
packets are increasing.

Traceback process
overhead

• During the traceback process, they not only
need to query the routers on the attack path,
but also need to query those neighboring
routers, which augment the burden of routers.

Related work and Motivation
• Motivation
» The heavy burden of the routers brought by
these algorithms makes the ISP reluctant to
deploy the traceability system on the internet.
Thus, how to reduce the storage overhead
and traceback process overhead, and give ISP
incentives to deploy the traceability system

Approach Overview
 Basic theory
 Attack packets with different source
addresses may possess the same routing.[13]
 The end-to-end routings will not change
frequently. [14]

Approach Overview
 Main idea
 Introduce the relevant theories of LSP in MPLS
and set up a traceback path in IP , which is
reverse to the routing path and named as
traceback path, referred as TP.

Approach Overview
 Model

Routers will assign a sole labelout to each label
switching path that passes it. When IP package is
transmitted in the LSP, routers will write the labelout
corresponding to that package in the package as a
label message.
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Approach Overview

part 1

 Router operation
 We can set up label switching path by making use
of the transmission of IP package among routers
which could transmit label information.
 IP package could be transmitted by the routers
on certain built label switching path which is
composed of the label switching items.

Approach Overview
part 1
 Key technologies of Router
operation
 Routing paths partition
 Label assignation
 Packet marking
 Traceback Path Table

Approach Overview
part 1
 Routing paths patition
Each router partitions the pass-by routing paths
according to their different destinations.
UDR: the routing paths with the same destinations.
DDR: the routing paths with different destinations.

Approach Overview
 Label assignation

part 1

 For all the routing paths in a group of UDR, the

router assigns distinct labelsout to them so as to
ensure the diversity that could distinguish them.
 For all the routing paths in the DDR, the router

assigns labelsout to them at random.

Approach Overview
 Packet marking
[10]
[11]
[12]

part 1
[10][11][12]

In order to fit the router ID number and label
into one packet, we use 16-bit identification field
and 13-bit fragment offset field in the IP header,
which referred as marking field.

Approach Overview


part 1

Traceback Path Table

» Be composed of several Traceback Path Blocks.
» In order to accelerate the processing speed of
routers , each router can simultaneously maintain
several traceback path tables which are related to
one or more destination IP addresses.

Approach Overview
 Traceback process

part 2

» Given victim V , packet P
and the time of attack T ,
traceback server can
pinpoint the last-hop router
based on the location of V
and the router ID number
carried by P. Then we can
revert to the complete
attacking path.

Approach Overview


part 3

Compatibility and transformation

In order to achieve the backward compatibility
and trace packets undergoing transformation, our
approach improves the following steps:
If the packet P is an IP fragment and not transformed at the current router
• The router store the digest of P
If the packet P is an IP fragment and transformed at the current router
• The router record the transformation information and store the digest of P

If the packet P is a nonfragmented and transformed at the current router
• The router computes the digest of P with the same packet prefix, then
records the transformation information.

Performance evaluation
 Storage Overhead
Packet Type

Percentage

1.IP fragments

α

2.IP fragment and transformed packets at the current router
3.IP fragment or transformed packets at the current router
（include 2 above）
4.non-fragment packets and not transformed at the current
router

αβ
α+β-αβ
1-(α+β-αβ)

Consider all packets forwarded by a router R. Assume that
the percentage of IP fragment is α, and the percentage of P
packets undergoing transformation at the router is β. Then,
the percentage of different types of IP packets in all packets
forwarded by a router can be expressed as this table.

Performance evaluation
 Storage Overhead
We assume that the number of IP packets that arrive
at the router R per unit time is n, and the number of
routing paths, on which the packets traverse, is S. Let
STPx, STPy and STPz denote the number of items logged at the
router in our approach, HIT and SPIE.

STPx = S + n × (α + β − αβ )
STPZ =n

STPy ≈ 0.5 × n

Measurement studies have shown that α≤0.25%, β≤3%
[11][12], so

STPX ≤ STPy <STPZ

Performance evaluation
 Traceback process overhead
Suppose an attack path has n hops and each router
on the attack path has m neighboring routers on the
average. Let NRx、NRy and NRz denote the number of
routers queried during the traceback process in our approach,
HIT and SPIE.

(

)

NRz = m − 1 × n
NRx = n − 1
NR y = ( m − 1) × 1 × n

2

Measurement studies show that m in the AS-Level
internet topology is about 6.3 [13], so

NRx ≤ NRy <NR z
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